Jewish Life Along the Danube River
(Traveling by bus)
Vienna - Bratislava - Budapest - Szarvas - Subotica - Novi Sad - Belgrade

May 30 - June 11, 2023

Dohany Synagogue in Budapest

Tour Scholar: Rachel Korazim
Tour Leader: Ariel Goldstein

DAY 1 – Monday, May 29 IN FLIGHT
Depart your home city and fly to Vienna, Austria.
DAY 2 – Tuesday, May 30 VIENNA
Arrive in the afternoon, transfer on your own to the hotel. Meet for a welcome dinner at a local
restaurant located within walking distance of the hotel.
Overnight: Hotel EuropaVienna (D)

Schoenbrunn Palace, Vienna

DAY 3 – Wednesday, May 31 VIENNA
We begin by touring the Old Town and the buildings of the famous Ringstrasse, that encircles
the historic city: The Parliament, City Hall, and Opera. Later we will tour Jewish Vienna,
including the Stadttempel Synagogue, the main one in the city, which reopened in 1963; it
miraculously survived Kristallnacht but was badly bombed during WWII.
Also visit the Judenplatz, the main square of the Jewish community for nearly 500 years. At the
Judenplatz is the Memorial to Austrian Holocaust Victims. Unveiled in 2000, the reinforced
concrete cube resembles a library of 7,000 volumes turned inside out. The doors are locked, and
the books face inwards. The base of the memorial has the names of the places where 65,000
Austrian Jews were murdered by the Nazis. The memorial's barred room and books that cannot

be read represent the incalculable loss suffered by Austria’s Jewish Community. To finish the
day, we visit the Jewish Museum, whose collection includes burned Judaica from Kristallnacht.
Enjoy a free evening.
Overnight: Hotel Europa Vienna (B)
DAY 4 – Thursday, June 1 VIENNA
Visit the Schönbrunn Palace from where the Habsburg dynasty dominated Central Europe and
much of the Balkans for centuries. Continue to Centropa, a non-profit, Jewish historical institute
dedicated to preserving 20th century Jewish family stories and photos from Central and Eastern
Europe and the Balkans, and disseminating these stories and photos through films, books, and
exhibitions.

Sacher torte at Hotel Sacher in Vienna

The afternoon is free to enjoy a famous Sacher torte at the Hotel Sacher, ride the iconic great
ferries wheel at the Prater Park; eat a traditional schnitzel and/or do some shopping. At 7:30 p.m.
we will go to the baroque Palais Auersperg to enjoy the waltzes and symphonies of Strauss and
Mozart.
Overnight: Hotel Europa Vienna (B)

DAY 5 – Friday, June 2 VIENNA
Visit the Belvedere, a Baroque Palace and home to the paintings of Gustav Klimt, leading artist
of the turn-of-the-century Secessionist Movement We continue to the Sigmund Freud House
which has been preserved as it was during Freud’s life. Inside one can find his pipe, walking
stick, cigar boxes, books, letters, photographs, writing desk and psychoanalytic couch. We will
discuss Freud’s life and work in the context of many philosophical breakthroughs in the Vienna
of a hundred years ago.

Belvedere Palace, Vienna

The afternoon is free to explore the city. In the evening participate in Shabbat services at
Stadttemple synagogue, followed by Shabbat dinner at the hotel.
Overnight: Hotel Europa Vienna (B, D)
DAY 6 - Saturday, June 3 VIENNA - BRATISLAVA - BUDAPEST
Travel from Vienna to Bratislava, Slovakia alongside the Danube River. After 1.5 hours arrive in
Slovakia’s capital and take an Old City walking tour that includes the memorial for the
synagogue, which was destroy in 1966 in order to build a modern bridge on the Danube. Visit

the outside of the Heydukova Street Synagogue, the only synagogue in town built in Cubist style
in between 1923-1926.

The Danube and the Castle, Bratislava

After lunch visit the gigantic Slavín War Memorial, which is visible from much of the city. On a
hill overlooking the castle, the monument, built between 1957-60, commemorates the city’s
liberation by the Red Army in April 1945. Enjoy free time at Obchodna pedestrian street and
then continue by bus to Budapest, Hungary, arriving in time for dinner at the hotel.
Overnight: Hotel Radisson Blu Beke Budapest (B, D)
DAY 7 – Sunday, June 4 BUDAPEST
Take a guided tour of the dazzling neo-Gothic Hungarian parliament, the largest building in
Hungary. Continue to the Shoes on the Danube Bank, a sobering riverside Holocaust memorial.
Continue to Heroes’ Square, dedicated to the memory and honor of Hungary’s leaders. In the
afternoon enjoy a walking tour through the scenic Castle Hill area, admiring the panoramic view
from the 19th century lookout towers known as Fisherman’s Bastion and visiting the medieval
Matthias Church. At sunset enjoy a boat trip up the Danube to see all the city’s buildings and
monuments decked out in dazzling lights. Enjoy a traditional Hungarian goulash together this
evening.
Overnight: Hotel Radisson Blu Beke Budapest (B, D)

DAY 8 – Monday, June 5 BUDAPEST
In the morning to the Frankel Leo synagogue, which was built in 1888. During World War II, the
synagogue was used as a stable. The Frankel synagogue is the center of a vibrant Jewish life,
including a regular Family Kabbalat Shabbat, Sunday school, adult educational programs, youth
movement for teens and community holiday celebrations.
Continue to the majestic Dohany Street Synagogue, the largest in Europe. Also visit the city’s
Jewish Museum, which is housed on the site of Theodor Herzl’s birth, the Heroes’ Temple,
dedicated to Jews who died in World War I and the Community Holocaust Memorial

The parliament building from the boat, Budapest.

In the afternoon visit the village of Szentendre, or Saint Andrews, which is located outside of
Budapest and is known for its many museums and galleries.
Overnight: Hotel Radisson Blu Beke Budapest (B)
DAY 9 – Tuesday, June 6 BUDAPEST
Visit the Javne Lauder Jewish school and meet with some of its students The rest of the day is
free for you to continue exploring Budapest independently. Good options include the Gellert

thermal baths, shopping along Budapest’s main commercial thoroughfare, Vati Utca or visiting
the House of terror Museum (Budapest under Nazi occupation and Communist regime).
Overnight: Hotel Radisson Blu Beke Budapest (B)

Gellert thermal baths in Budapest, Hungary

DAY 10 – Wednesday, June 7 BUDAPEST - SZARVAS - SUBOTICA - NOVI SAD
Travel to Szarvas Camp, a summer camp for Jewish created by the JDC in 1990. Many years,
changes, and traditions later Szarvas has become a key word, a symbol, and a concept for
Eastern-European, and especially for Hungarian Jewry.
After lunch depart for Subotica, Serbia. Upon arrival visit the Jakab and Komor Square
Synagogue, built in Hungarian style in 1901-1902, it is the second-largest synagogue in
Europe and one of the finest surviving pieces of religious architecture in the art nouveau style.
Continue to Novi Sad, arriving in time for dinner.
Overnight: Hotel Sheraton Novi Sad (B, L, D)

DAY 11 – Thursday, June 8 NOVI SAD - SREMSKI KARLOVCI - BELGRADE
Novi Sad was selected as European capital of culture for 2021. Enjoy a walking tour of this
Serbian city, visiting the main square and monuments including Svetozar Miletic square,
Dubanszka pedestrian street and the Novi Sad Synagogue, which was completed in 1909.
Depart for the nearby town of Sremski Karlovci. After lunch together, visit this beautiful town of
ten thousand inhabitants that dates back to Roman times then continue to Belgrade.
Overnight: Hotel Royal Inn Belgrade (B, L)

Jakab and Komor Square Synagogue in Subotica, Serbia

DAY 12 – Friday, June 9 BELGRADE
Visit the Sukkat Shalom synagogue and Belgrade’s memorial to victims of the Holocaust. Take a
walking tour of the ‘White City,’ as Belgrade is known, beginning at the National Assembly of
Serbia, and ending in the city center, passing national monuments and Soviet-era landmarks,
while getting an insider’s introduction to Serbian history and culture along the way.
Celebrate Shabbat dinner with members of Belgrade’s Jewish Community at the hotel.
Overnight: Hotel Royal Inn Belgrade (B, D)

DAY 13 – Saturday, June 10 BELGRADE
Visit Belgrade Fortress, the most visited site in the city and part of the city for two thousand
years! Continue to the mausoleum of Josip Broz, better known as Marshall Tito. During WWII,
he was the leader of the Yugoslav Partisans, often regarded as the most effective resistance
movement in occupied Europe. He also served as President of the Socialist Federal Republic of
Yugoslavia from 1953 to 1980.
The afternoon is at leisure.
This evening enjoy a farewell dinner at a local restaurant.
Overnight: Hotel Royal Inn Belgrade (B, D)

Belgrade Fortress, Serbia

DAY 14 – Sunday, June 11 DEPARTURE
After breakfast transfer on your own to the airport. (B)

Scholar: Rachel Korazim
Rachel was born in Israel. She is a freelance Jewish education
consultant in curriculum development for Israel and Holocaust
education. She is a graduate of Haifa University with a PhD in Jewish
education. Rachel has a vast experience in Jewish education both in
Israel and worldwide. She was the head of the Jewish Agency
delegation to Canada from 1985 to 1988. Rachel is familiar, through
many visits, with the Jewish education communities of the United
States, Canada, Latin America, and Europe. Since 1990 she has been
involved with Jewish schools in Hungary. Until 2008, Rachel was the Academic Director of
Distance learning programs at The Jewish Agency for Israel, Department of Education. She
speaks Hebrew, English, and Hungarian. She will accompany the group in Vienna, Bratislava,
and Budapest.

Tour Leader: Ariel Goldstein
Ariel Goldstein, Tiyul-Jewish Journeys, Founder and CEO, was born in
Montevideo, Uruguay, studied Latin American history in Montevideo
and then graduated as a tour guide from the Israeli National School of
Tourism in Jerusalem. He has led more than fifty tours throughout
Israel, Europe, Persian Gulf, Latin America, China, India, Africa, and
United States. He speaks English, Hebrew, Spanish, and Portuguese.
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